The corporate financial planning & analysis profession has experienced rapid growth over the past decade and there is a significant amount of knowledge required to perform at the highest level. Earning the new FP&A certification credential demonstrates that you have the proper knowledge and skills, as well as a high level of dedication to your profession.

Benefits of FP&A Certification
A certified FP&A professional provides insights to the financial decision making process in an organization through analysis, financial projections (planning, budgeting and forecasting) and reporting.

Earning the FP&A credential can:
- Show mastery of core FP&A knowledge and principles
- Raise your professional reputation among your staff and your peers
- Open the door to more opportunities for career advancement
- Connect you with a network of FP&A-certified peers

FP&A Exam Review Program
Offered in collaboration with the Association for Financial Professionals (AFP), UCLA Extension offers an instructor-led exam review course that is designed to prepare students for Parts 1 & 2 of the Corporate Financial Planning and Analysis (FP&A) Exam.

Instruction uses the AFP FP&A Learning System*, which includes reading materials and online software with practice exams, glossary, and other reinforcement tools. Students benefit from the robust components of the Learning System supplemented with the expertise of an instructor.

*Course materials are included in the course fee.

Available Discounts
 Discounts are available to UCLA Extension’s Accounting or Finance certificate students, AFP members, and employers who enroll three or more employees in the program.

For more information:
Visit uclaextension.edu/FPARReview
or contact Sam Gomez at sgomez@uclaextension.edu; (310) 825-4938.

Schedule & Location
FP&A Exam Review
Reg# 259232Q
Mon 6:30-9:30pm
Sept 21-Dec 7, 12 mtgs
Through Aug 21: $1,405 / After: $1,545
UCLA: 1270 School of Public Affairs Bldg.

Instructor:
Philippe Masbanji, BS, CPA

How to Enroll
Online Enrollment with Credit Card
Available 24 hours a day at uclaextension.edu. American Express, Discover, JCB, MasterCard, and VISA are accepted.

Phone & In-Person Enrollment
Mon-Fri, 8am-5pm
(310) 825-9971
10995 Le Conte Ave., 1st Floor, Westwood

FP&A Testing Window
The above course is relevant for the following exam testing window:
February-March, 2016
Exam Application Deadline:
December 18, 2015

"Certification shows you have all of the basic skills and abilities to perform in the FP&A role and a level of commitment to your profession—that you’ve taken the time and made an investment to prove yourself as a financial professional."
- Kelly Myrick, Director of FP&A, AT&T